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Executive Summary
The Rother Valley Railway is located between the mainline station at
Robertsbridge (on the London and Hastings Line) and the existing Kent and East
Sussex Railway, which runs between Tenterden and Bodiam.
When completed, the Rother Valley Railway will restore railway transport links
between the main line railway system from Robertsbridge Junction to Bodiam and
the Kent & East Sussex Railway and the attractions it serves. The railway already
has full planning consent which incorporates arrangements for crossing a number
of roads. The key focus of this report is the four options to cross the A21(T)
Robertsbridge bypass (described below).
The options assessment has considered the feasibility and (industry standard)
construction costs of each option so as to provide a “like for like” comparison
between the option, as summarised in Table 1.
In addition, the assessment reports the actual cost estimate for delivery of the level
crossing, as worked up by RVR for the purposes of the planning consent, granted
in March 2017, and the application for Transport and Works Order submitted in
April 2018. It is noted that it is not possible to advance a similar worked up
costing for the other three crossing options because RVR would not be equipped
to design and construct them “in-house”. It is therefore appropriate for a further
comparison to be made between the fully worked up costs of implementation of
Option 1 by RVR and the “industry standard” costs of Options 2 to 4. This is
included in Table 1.
Option 1, involving an at-grade level crossing, introduces the fewest engineering
challenges and is likely to involve the least disruption during construction. This
option formed part of the design for the railway that received planning permission
in March 2017. Construction costs for this option are the lowest.
Option 2 looks at the feasibility of taking the rail beneath the existing road.
Principal engineering and approval challenges are around the railway being placed
below the level of the adjacent River Rother. Mitigation of this is likely to require
a long length of waterproof trough structure, with significant engineering
challenges, including maintenance of water flow paths during flood events and
long-term pumping requirements. Disruption to local residents and road users is
likely to be most significant with this option and it would require significant
additional land from third party landowners.
Option 3 considers the potential to take the rail over the existing road. This
scheme introduces a sizeable length of elevated viaduct structure which will have
significant impact on cost and visual intrusion. Construction duration for this
option is also likely to enhance the difficulties around gaining acceptance for this
option from the relevant authorities. Again, this option would require significant
additional land take from third party landowners.
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Option 4, involving vertical realignment of the existing highway will result in a
series of engineering works for both the road and rail. Extension of existing
40mph speed restrictions close to the roundabout are likely to be required for this
option with long temporary highway diversions and prolonged construction
durations relevant to this option.
RVR have stated that they have already undertaken significant work on the project
in the anticipation of Option One. As referred to above, following detailed studies
and designs, extensive discussion and liaison with all the key authorities, RVR has
full Planning Approval for this Option. Paragraph 6.7.1 of the report to the Rother
District Council planning committee in March 2017 recorded that “Bridges and/or
tunnels are not a feasible option in this case and in the circumstances, the
installation of a barrier-operated rail crossing over each of the roads is proposed
in the application.” RVR has the engineering expertise to construct the level
crossing option and has a detailed cost estimate, utilising quotes from existing
sub-contractors. It is understood that RVR has already purchased a proportion of
the key materials needed, as described in the RVR Cost Estimate at Appendix D.
Table 1 provides a summary of the main features of each option in relation to the
key categories considered. Using industry standard allowances, Option 1 is some
£4.5M cheaper than the least expensive alternative option (Option 4), rendering
those other options very significantly more expensive in the context of the overall
£5.3 million costs of building this single track railway (as set out in RVR’s
Estimate of Costs submitted with its application for TWAO). If one compares
Option 4 with the actual costs of the level crossing, then the difference is £9.8M
(a ratio of 7.5:1).
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Background

The Rother Valley Railway is located between the mainline station at
Robertsbridge (on the London and Hastings Line) and the existing Kent and East
Sussex Railway, which runs between Tenterden and Bodiam.
When completed, the Rother Valley Railway will restore railway transport links
between the main line railway system from Robertsbridge Junction to Bodiam and
the Kent & East Sussex Railway and the attractions it serves. RVR has invested a
significant sum of money to deliver a main line connection to the railway and a
section of running line between Robertsbridge station and Northbridge Street. The
proposals outlined in this report directly connect to this section of the line.
In addition to the construction of bridges and embankments to cross the flood
plain of the River Rother, the railway must incorporate appropriate arrangements
for crossing a number of roads. These are Northbridge Street (The Clappers),
A21(T) Robertsbridge bypass and B2244 Junction Road. The railway must also
cross a bridleway. Key to the scheme is the selection of a solution for crossing the
A21 Robertsbridge Bypass.
Over a number of years significant work has been completed by Rother Valley
Railway (RVR) and its partners to explore the feasibility of reinstating the missing
railway link between Bodiam and Robertsbridge. This includes exploration into
the impact of the scheme on issues such as flooding, road safety and ecology.
In addition to the previous work, Arup has modelled potential highway and rail
alignments within a 3d drafting package. Further checks including highway
junction sighting, confirmation of structural spans/extents and a series of bulk
earthwork estimates were completed. This work was then used by Arup to inform
an order of magnitude costing exercise for each option to provide a representative
comparison between options, as a further mechanism to inform feasibility, rather
than to provide any form of construction stage budget.
This report describes the scheme in general, discussing the various constraints and
solutions and then discusses the four main options for the A21 crossing in more
detail.
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3

Location and Scheme Description

3.1

Location

The proposed rail line extension is in East Sussex, located between Robertsbridge
Junction and Bodiam, around 20 miles north of Hastings in East Sussex.

Figure 1 - Proposed location of RVR A21 crossing

This report will mainly focus on the first 1km of proposed route, heading east
from the end of the existing track before the Clappers Crossing to just beyond the
A21 as shown in Figure 1.
Chainage markers based on work previously undertaken by RVR will be used to
describe key locations. They are based on locations by chainage and are tabulated
below:
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2) A21(T) Robertsbridge Junction bypass; and
3) B2244 Junction Road.
From a vertical alignment perspective, an at grade level crossing at existing road
levels would be the most practicable solution.
For the purpose of this report, the Clappers and the B2244 (Junction Road)
crossings will be assumed to be at grade level crossings. No further commentary
on the suitability of these junctions for at grade level crossings will be given in
this report. It is however noted that similar considerations apply to these crossings
as to the A21 in terms of the potential crossing options (i.e. bridges and/or
tunnels). As with the A21 level crossing, each of the other crossings has extent
planning consent and forms part of the scheme for which RVR is seeking a
TWAO.
The introduction of level crossings to the proposed scheme requires a number of
important steps to be taken, including adherence to relevant guidance and policy
advice. Central to this is the Office of Rail and Road’s(ORR) internal guidance
relating to new levels crossings [12]. In simple terms the ORR policy is that new
levels crossings should only be considered appropriate in exceptional
circumstances.
Due to its status as a trunk road, under the remit of Highways England, any
consideration of introducing a level crossing to the A21 Robertsbridge bypass is
likely to attract increased scrutiny. The purpose of this report is to summarise the
various engineering options or alternative methods of crossing the A21, reviewing
and, where necessary, extending on the feasibility work undertaken to date.
Outline costing has been undertaken for the options considered. The purpose of
this is not to determine an actual construction cost but more to give a
representative figure to allow comparison of the relative costs between the options
and to understand the order of magnitude.

3.2.3

Fixed points

Northbridge Street/Clappers Junction
A number of challenges exist in altering road levels at Northbridge street.
Clappers Junction
These include:
Proximity to flood gate still crossing the road (~33m to sill);
Proximity to residential properties;
Based on the above and a desire to minimise wider disruption to adjacent
properties and road users, alteration from the current road levels is not considered
feasible. Therefore, for the purpose of this report the levels at the Clappers
junction will be assumed to be fixed. The current elevation is 11.54mOD.
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Flood Relief &
Drainage
ditch
rail bridge Mill stream & Flood
Relief
rail bridge Flood Relief viaduct
Flood Relief &
culvert
drainage
ditch
rail bridge Flood Relief
culvert

culvert no. 11

0.75

bridge no. 12

10.2

bridge no. 13

30

culvert no. 14

0.75

bridge no. 15

60

Table 5 – List of Structures

The potential variation of the above structures between the various options will be
discussed in more detail in later sections.

3.4

Highways

For Options 1 to 3, variations in existing road levels are not generally being
proposed. This includes both horizontal and vertical alignments. Whilst no
changes are being made to the alignments, both rail over road and rail under road
options introduce additional risks to the highway, through the form of new
hazards in the verge. Mitigation of these risks e.g. via relevant set-backs and verge
widths has been considered as part of the engineering proposals described.
Option 4 describes the potential to raise the vertical alignment of the A21,
allowing the rail to pass beneath the road but at a higher level than Option 2. This
option does not propose to alter the horizontal alignment of the road.
Consideration of increased street lighting provisions and review of existing speed
restrictions are both potential risk reduction strategies relevant to all options.
Alongside this a Road Restraints Risk Assessment Process (RRRAP) would be
required to determine how to best avoid, reduce or control any residual risks. At
this stage it is expected that a Vehicle Restraint System would be recommended
for a distance in advance of the over/under bridges for options 2-4.

3.5

Flooding

Capita were commissioned to do a flood risk assessment [3] for the 3.4km length
of proposed reinstated railway. Work undertake by Capita assumes the railway is
reinstated to (approximately) historic levels; i.e. Option 1 as described in this
report hence includes relatively low embankments and at grade level crossings
over all three highways. The Purpose of the FRA was to determine the flood risk
to the development and whether that risk is acceptable and to determine whether
the development has an impact on flood risk to other properties.
Arup understands (from the Statement of Case) that the Environment Agency
worked closely with Capita throughout the flood modelling and provided input
into a number of flood mitigation measures, particularly the introduction of
additional culverts beneath the rail line, which have since been incorporated into
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designs and documents developed by RVR. All options described in this report
continue to include the additional structures agreed with the Environment Agency.

3.5.1

Flood risk to the Proposed Railway

In regards to fluvial flooding it is proposed to build most of the railway within
flood zone 3a (annual probability >1% or 1:100yrs) but partially within the
functional floodplain (annual probability of flooding >5% or 1:20yrs). Railways
are usually classified as “less vulnerable”. A “less vulnerable” development would
be accepted in flood zone 3a but not within the functional floodplain (according to
the Planning Practice Guidance). However, the Capita report notes that there is a
case forgrading this railway as “water compatible” because it is a recreational
railway line not vital infrastructure, It is therefore possible to close the line if
flooding is predicted. Where a railway is accepted as a “water compatible”
development, then that would be acceptable for construction within the functional
floodplain.
The danger would be if passengers were to get stranded on a flooded train. The
operator would have procedures in place to manage and mitigate this risk. Such
measureswould be likely to include signing up to the flood warnings and having
procedures in place to shut down and evacuate the line should a flood warning be
issued.
According to the Capita report, fluvial flood risk is the biggest issue and the other
flood mechanisms are less important. Surface water flooding is categorised as low
to medium risk along the route.This will require that the culverts operate properly
to prevent water ponding more than currently. Sea, reservoir and ground water are
all low or non-existent.
Following review, Arup consider this approach to be logical. It also notes that the
railway has planning consent under the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 and
that the Environment Agency has withdrawn its objection to the proposed TWAO.
It is logical to assume that the Environment Agency has already accepted the
above classification of the scheme as "water compatible".
The Capita FRA also applied the sequential and exception tests which aim to try
and steer developments away from high risk areas. However Capita states that as
the purpose of the proposed development is to connect two existing lines along a
historic route within the floodplain there is little other option. Looking at the maps
it does not look like they can move the route outside flood zone 3 and still connect
the two existing lines, hence on this basis Arup agree with the interpretation.

3.5.2

Impacts on Flood Risk

As part of the above review Capita also explored the impact the proposed railway
would have on flooding to other properties. To do this it undertook flood
modelling of the area in a number of different return periods with and without the
railway in place. An existing model provided by the Environment Agency was
used with updates appropriate to the proposed works. Modelling was done using
REP/239025/R002 | Issue | 4 July 2019
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Flood Modeller (ISIS) and TUFLOW. The updates to the model are detailed in the
modelling report [4] and were done to fix errors and anomalous results found.
It is noted that verifying these minor modifications is not possible within the
scope of Arup’s work, although we note that on the face of it they seem to be
sensible. The purpose of the modelling was to get comparative results therefore
any modelling errors will be in both the ‘with’ and ‘without railway’ model runs
and therefore the comparison should be valid. Capita detailed the various
assumptions it made in the modelling. Again, it is beyond Arup’s scope to verify
them all but, in general, they all seem to be reasonable. The assumption that all
the proposed culverts will be built is a particularly important one as this will allow
the flood water to cross the embankment and reach the entire floodplain.
Results from the model comparison show no increase in flood risk to residential
properties with the proposed rail line in place. It shows very minor increase in
flood depth to fields in certain places and minor reductions in others. A lot of
these differences are within the tolerance of the model and can therefore be
discounted as negligible. The overall conclusion in the Capita report is that the
track will not have a detrimental impact on flooding in the area. Again, it is noted
that the Environment Agency and local planning authority have already approved
the proposals and that the modelling was done in collaboration with the
Environment Agency.
As noted, the work by Capita explores the impacts of an at grade solution, i.e.
Option 1. No flood modelling has been undertaken on the other options covered
within this report. Where Arup comments on the flood risk potential of these other
options, we have based them on a review of the work undertaken by others to
date. These comments are based upon considered application of engineering
judgement with a view to providing further awareness on the likely impacts.

3.6

Environmental Effects

An Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) has been carried out by Temple
Group Ltd on behalf of RVR which outlines the likely impact of the proposed at
grade scheme (Option 1) in relation to a range of key areas. Reference has been
made to the non-technical summary for the purposes of this report.
This report provides summary on the likely impact of the proposals to the
following key environmental areas:
•

Noise and vibration;

•

Air quality;

•

Landscape and visual;

•

Ecology;

•

Pollution of waterways (accidental)

•

Embodied CO2based on extent of construction activities only

•

Archaeology and cultural heritage
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•

Socio economic

•

Traffic, transportation and access;

•

Land use and agricultural.
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The EIA report notes that mitigation measures have been proposed and committed
to by RVR which if implemented would be expected to reduce the effects (of
Option 1) to acceptable levels.
Arup is not aware of any work in relation to the alternative options described within
this report. Detailed commentary on environmental issues will not be given, however
where individual options are discussed in more detail consideration of any relative
differences between options or significant changes from the existing will be
highlighted. These observations on alternative options are based upon considered
application of engineering judgement with a view to providing further awareness on
the likely impacts. Refer to Sections 5 - 8 for more details.

3.7

Site Management

For all options, the management of access to the site for construction traffic will
be critical to the impact on the community, in particular construction activities
which impact upon the A21 trunk road. Clearly the potential impact on the
community will vary depending on the option considered, with the level crossing
(Option 1) expected to have fewer construction impacts due to the relatively
limited scope of works. The following mitigation measures and control procedures
have been proposed by RVR. Whilst Arup understand that these were developed
on the basis ofa level crossing over the A21, they are be considered applicable to
all options. These are outlined in the planning application by RVR and include:
•

No direct construction access to be provided from or to the A21,

•

Number of lorry movements to be minimised,

•

Signage provided to control construction traffic,

•

Dust suppression measures to be employed for site haul roads all
construction traffic.

3.7.1

Utilities

In accordance with ‘Groundwise’ Services search dated 28/01/15, the following
summarises the utilities present at the A21 crossing:
•

BT – 2No. lines of underground plant either side of the A21. Another line
and pole are present 20m east of the existing A21 in line with the intended
path of the railway.

•

Southern Gas Networks – LP mains either side of the A21

•

Southern Water (sewers) – No indication of services by the A21
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•

South East Water – 200mm diameter water main

•

UK Power Networks – No services by the A21
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Any solution involving taking the railway across the A21 will therefore need to
consider in detail the existing services.
Based on typical depth to buried services, any road crossing options at grade will
require protection or diversion of the BT, LP Gas and water.
Depending on depth and location, options taking rail over existing road may allow
services to remain in place. However, liaison with providers will have to take
place to agree any necessary protection or access requirements. Options taking rail
under existing road will require diversions for the existing services to allow works
to proceed. Provision for diverted services may be required in structures crossing
the A21.
Due to the low number and relatively small scale of these services, it is considered
likely that in all cases diversion of the services may be the most economic
approach and should be considered in advance of detailed design. It is noted that
the TWAO includes the usual protective provisions for statutory undertakers and
that there are no objections to the application (i.e. including level crossing) by
utilities.
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Review of Proposed Options

Four key options for the crossing of the A21 have been explored. In summary
these include:
Option 1 – At grade level crossing
Option 2 – Rail under existing highway
Option 3 – Rail over existing highway
Option 4 – Highway raised by 2m with rail under
This report will examine each option in more detail and provide a summary of
available information on each.

4.1

Costings

A costing exercise has been undertaken to provide comparison between the four
options for an extension of the Rother Valley Railway.
This cost estimate is for the purpose of providing a high-level comparison and is
not intended to provide a budget estimate for construction. The estimate offers an
indicative forecast of the likely costs of construction of civil engineering elements
of the project only. See costing report in Appendix C.
Costs are provided to a level roughly equivalent with Network Rail GRIP 2 stage.
They include reasonable (industry standard) assumptions for civil engineering
design, delivery and construction costs for provision of the main elements of the
scheme between chainages 800 and 1350. A full list of costing assumptions is
provided within the costings report (Appendix C). However, it is worth noting that
the cost of the individual structures – as standalone elements – has not been
calculated. It stands to reason that, if one excludes the common works between
those chainages and simply looks at the elements required to get across the A21,
the comparative costs between the laying of a level crossing and construction of
complex alternative structures are even more different.
They do not include for costs associated with licensing, permissions or land
acquisition.
In addition to these costings, we have included in this report the worked up
costings for implementing Option 1 prepared by RVR for the purposes of its
TWAO application. These costings are on the basis that (in common with other
heritage railways) the design work and much of the construction is carried out by
suitably qualified, but unpaid, volunteers with recent experience of carrying out
similar work on the neighbouring Kent & East Sussex Railway and that materials
are sourced from known suppliers etc. (See Appendix D.) It is understood, from
RVR, that it would not be capable of delivering any of the other options on a
similar basis and therefore it is not unreasonable to also allow the RVR costing for
Option 1 to be compared with the ARUP costing for Options 2,3 and 4 albeit that
this would not be a “like for like” comparison. The Estimate of Costs submitted
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with the application for TWAO contains a worked up figure of £5.3 for the
entirety of the railway, of which RVR have noted that £1.5m correlates to the ch
800-1350 section as costed by Arup.
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Option 1 – At grade level crossing

This option has been explored in some detail by RVR and is described further
within reference [2]. In order to ensure the validity of this data Arup has
performed a review of the work undertaken, the results of which are described
below.
Generally, this option includes a relatively low volume embankment across the
flood plain with an at-grade level crossing over the A21 bypass close to the
Northbridge street roundabout. Planning permission has already been obtained,
subject to conditions directed by the (then) Highways Agency to protect the safety
and efficiency of the A21, but further statutory power is required for the crossing.
The need for further statutory authority is the key approval challenge for this
option.
Guidance from the ORR Railway Safety Publication 7 [reference 6] provides that
“Risk control should, where practicable, be achieved through the elimination of
level crossings in favour of bridges, underpasses or diversions. Where elimination
is not possible, risks should be reduced so far as reasonably practicable and in
accordance with the principles of protection.”
More recent guidance for the ORR [12] states that “other than in exceptional
circumstances [there should be] no new level crossings on any railway therefore
creating no new risks”. The ORR guidance explains that there would be
exceptional circumstances where there is no reasonably practicable alternative to a
crossing on the level at the location in question. The ORR would consider an
alternative to be reasonably practicable unless it can be demonstrated that the cost
is grossly disproportionate when weighed against the safety benefits.

5.1

Vertical Alignment

The rail level is fixed at Clappers road crossing with an average level of 11.54m.
Similarly, the road level at the A21 averages 11.31m with maximum values of
11.49 and minimum values of 11.10m.
This results in a fall in rail levels of 230mm over a distance of approximately
300m, corresponding to a gradient of approximately 1 in 1300.
Along this stretch the proposed route crosses fields and farmland, levels vary but
existing ground is generally below the proposed levels at between 9.0m and
10.0m.

5.2

Structures

An at grade level crossing creates the least challenges from a structural
perspective. Culverts, bridges and underpasses for this option are generally
simpler and at a smaller scale than for the other options considered.
The level crossing itself is assumed to be a prefabricated precast concrete level
crossing unit placed on well compacted sub-base.
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There is no change to the road alignment so no significant variations to layout or
loading of existing highway structures are anticipated. No special requirements are
likely for any of the river/culverted crossings within the length under consideration.

Approaches to the level crossing for this option are likely to be on relatively low
embankments of around 1.0m-2.0m height. It is understood that this represents
roughly equivalent levels to the historic route. As such, issues such as settlement
are less likely to be a concern for this option.
Using levels taken from both road topographical surveys and lidar surveys for the
wider route Arup has estimated the likely volume of embankment required for this
option. Calculations are based on a simple embankment with a width of 4.5m at the
base of the track bed and formed with slopes set at 1:3. The length considered is that
between the proposed Clappers crossing and the point at which rail levels can
generally return to optimal (i.e. chainage 1450), a distance of 640m. This modelling
exercise results in an embankment volume of around 10,400 cubic metres.

A schematic for the A21 crossing (239025-A21-G-001 [D3]) is included within
Appendix B which gives outline information on the general arrangement of the
proposed level crossing. Document C.950.G.102 [D7] provides further detail on
the level crossing and associated signage. This drawing is included within
Appendix A.

5.3

Highway

5.3.1

Impact to Existing Highway (A21)

Road alignment, horizontal or vertical would not be affected. A full barriered
approach, signage and signals would be introduced into the highway boundary as
part of the scheme.
This level crossing is likely to have lower risks than would be associated with a
typical level crossing on the national network. This is due to the following factors:
•

Fewer days of operation

•

Fewer trains in winter when poor weather and visibility occurs

•

Slow speed of trains

•

Few trains operate at night/during the hours of darkness

•

Few trains operating during weekday rush hours when road traffic is
heaviest and motorists are impatient

•

Monitored via CCTV with an attendant crossing keeper

However, residual safety concerns associated with a level crossing will need to be
addressed, and would be subject to the oversight of the ORR. The following
factors are likely to have a negative safety impact:
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•

Infrequent operation of the crossing might cause regular motorists to not
expect to find it working

•

Southbound traffic backing up and blocking Northbridge Street roundabout
Northbound traffic queuing back from Northbridge Street roundabout
blocking the crossing

Mott Macdonald undertook a series of traffic monitoring exercises to provide a
traffic impact study to explore the effect of introducing level crossings. This work
was undertaken in 2011 with further monitoring work undertaken in 2018 to
inform an addendum to the TIA. See Section 5.4.2 for a summary of the findings
of this work.
Further mitigation measures to improve the safety of the crossing could include
extending the 40mph speed limit to include the approach to the crossing;
improving visibility by extending the street lighting to include the crossing and
clearing vegetation on the highway embankments to allow better views of both the
rail and the road. Arup has been advised that RVR is aware of these potential
opportunities and has been in discussions with the relevant authorities to engage
on the issues.

5.3.1.1

Stopping Sight Distance

Stopping sight distance (SSD) has been assessed in accordance with TD 9/93
Highway Link Design, Table 3 and Section 2. SSD has been assessed Northbound
from a distance 1.5 x SSD from the crossing location. Southbound has been
assessed from the roundabout inscribed circle diameter (ICD). The analysis has
been carried out using an eye height of 1.05m, with an object height of 0.26m.
SSD of 215m has been assumed, based on 100kph.
Full SSD is achieved throughout the area of the proposed crossing. Results are
shown in the A21(T) Alignment Review report [5].
The Office of Rail Regulation document “Level Crossings: A Guide for Managers,
Designers and Operators” [6] Table 6 outlines recommended visibility requirements
to the level crossing signals based on design speed. The requirements are 200m and
90m for 100kph and 70kph respectively. As full SSD of 215m is achieved in both
directions, the requirements in this document have been met.

5.4

Traffic Impact

5.4.1

Construction Phase

As noted previously, construction works for the permanent way will be accessed
via alternative site access locations not on the A21. Therefore, the elements of the
construction works impacting on the A21 would be, the final approaches of the
trackway, the barriers, the level crossing unit itself and any highway works
necessary for signs lighting, signals and barriers.
Narrow lane running with potentially night-time lane closures, and/or temporary
speed restrictions, may be required on the A21 for the preparatory barrier and
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signal works. Minor delays may be caused as a function of these works, although
mitigation measures such as working within holiday periods or working outside of
commuter hours could be considered to mitigate any effects.
Installation of the track bed crossing is expected to be achieved via either single lane
running over a short period or more likely a single night time road closure, allowing
installation to both traffic lanes. As there are no proposals to alter highway levels the
length of highway affected either side of the crossing is limited.

Clearly due to the nature of the road to be crossed, consultation with the HE
would be required. This will need to include detailed proposals for the works,
including construction phase programme and itemised works activity lists.

5.4.2

Operational Phase

It is suggested by RVR that there will be on average around 10 train movements
per day on days when the railway is operational The delay to road traffic will be
the time it takes for operation of lights, barriers, proving sequence and for a train
to pass.
According to work undertaken by others, the sequence will start 27 seconds before
the train arrives, it will take roughly 14 seconds for the train to pass and a further
10 seconds for the barriers to raise. Therefore, road closure will be limited to less
than a minute for each train movement.
Based on this, the likelihood for queuing on the A21 has been investigated, with
particular reference to the potential for negative safety impacts associated with
this. A traffic impact study was undertaken by Mott MacDonald in 2011 and
updated in 2018. They drew the following conclusions:
•

At the level crossing locations, predicted maximum queue lengths on the
A21 are 60m-70m on weekdays, Saturdays and Sundays, increasing to
100m-120m on the Bank Holidays, using 2017 traffic demand.

•

With traffic growth, these queue lengths increase to [the year] 2027
although the southbound queue length is only predicted to exceed 140m (the
length from the level crossing back to the roundabout) on the May Bank
Holiday in 2027 and even then it is only just exceeded at 143m.

In order to limit the delays to road users, the timetable could be set up to ensure
the crossing remains open during peak times. It is noted that the planning consent
for the scheme includes a condition restricting the time periods within which the
level crossing may be operated to avoid peak travel periods, including bank
holidays.
Furthermore the rail crossing at the A21 is to include an attendant crossing keeper
(refer to reference [9]) who will, where necessary, be able to control the
movement of trains to mitigate against any unusual events (e.g. breakdowns or
exceptional vehicles).
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Flooding

The modelling work done by Capita used the at-grade level crossing option for the
“with railway” scenario. Therefore, provided all relevant culverts and bridges are
installed in accordance with the assumptions in that document then the
conclusions drawn in section 3.5 of this report remain unchanged.
We have been advised that the FRA has been discussed in detail with the EA and
has their full approval. Therefore, no further modelling/FRA work would be
required for this option.

5.6

Environmental

As noted in section 3.6, environmental effects have not been considered in detail
as part of this report. Through consideration of the significant differences between
the four options, the standout features of this option would be:
-

low level of land take and the lowest cut/fill volumes,

-

slight impact from a visual perspective, and

-

from a heritage perspective it is felt that this option best mirrors the levels
and aesthetic of the historic route.

-

there will be a minor footpath diversion to allow the path to use the same
bridge as the Mill Stream.

-

embodied CO2 (due to construction and maintenance operations) for this
option is low when compared to the alternative options presented within this
report.

5.7

Maintenance

Level crossing infrastructure; lights barriers etc. would have to be regularly
maintained to ensure they are in working order. It is assumed that maintenance of
infrastructure introduced to support the introduction of a level crossing would be
the responsibility of RVR, with regular reporting back to the ORR and HE as
required.
To improve visibility vegetation along the road around the level crossing would
have to be cut regularly.
Structures and embankments along the route would also require regular inspection
and maintenance. As noted, the requirements for structures as part of this option
are the least onerous; this would also translate to the requirements for inspection
and maintenance.
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Cost

The costs for this option include the railway embankment, bridges and culverts
and the level crossing. Level crossing capital costs have been provided directly by
RVR and are expected to be around £300k. The budget estimate for this option is
in the region of £6.8million.
For further details refer to the costing report contained in Appendix C. There will
be additional costs associated with temporary closure of a single lane and
overnight road closures.
As explained elsewhere, outwith the Arup budget estimate costings provided in this
report, RVR has provided specific costing information based on previous projects
procured and managed by RVR. Costs utilising the ‘RVR’ construction model
demonstrate significant savings over the industry standard allowances given in the
Arup costs review exercise. RVR has provided estimated costs of £1.5million based
on this model. Further discussion is provided in section 9.2 with full breakdown
of the costing information supplied by RVR contained in Appendix D. In our
professional judgment is not unreasonable to assume that these, much lower costs
are achievable given that they are specific to this single track heritage railway
line, relate to the actual costs incurred elsewhere on the Kent & East Sussex line,
that the design work and much of the construction would be carried out by
volunteers or local contractors and that materials would be sourced from known
suppliers. Due to this delivery mechanism, the RVR experience of delivering
projects this way and given the efficiencies noted by RVR, Arup consider the cost
build-up provided to be credible
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Option 2 – Rail Under Existing Road

6

In order to explore the feasibility of removing the level crossing over the A21, this
option involves the railway being dug into a cutting that passes under the existing
A21 road. The level of the A21 would remain unchanged.

6.1

Vertical Alignment

The ORR Guidance on Minor Railways defines the headroom and lateral
clearance requirements for new bridges over railways. They set the minimum
headroom at 4.572m or 15’. As it is not a modern railway and it is unlikely the
route will be electrified in the future then it is likely that a reduced headroom
would be allowable.
Prior to 1977 the guidance was given in the “Blue Book” (Requirements for
Passenger Lines and Recommendations for Goods Lines, 1950) and provided that
the absolute minimum headroom value should be the load gauge plus 6’. By
limiting the height of permanent and visiting rolling stock this value could
potentially be reduced to 4.115m (13’6”) which would be sufficient for W6a
rolling stock (including the Flying Scotsman). However, this would require
authorisation from the ORR. The minimum lateral distance between the abutments
would be 4.673m (15’4”).
For this option the highway level remains the same due to the complications
involved with raising it. The two main issues being the vertical alignment on the
approaches to the crossing and roundabout and the potential to reduce visibility to
queueing cars. Also altering the road level could mean having to make
modifications to the two culverts nearby as the loadings will change.
Based on the span, of less than 5m, a reinforced concrete structure is likely to
represent the most appropriate structural form. In terms of structural depth, the
minimum likely to achieve sufficient capacity would be a slab, around 400mm
thick, with 120mm non-structural depth above for road surfacing and any
waterproofing requirements.
Based on the above and an existing road level of 11.10m and the minimum
vertical clearance noted above, it is possible to determine the minimum suitable
rail running level beneath the A21.
 11.10 – 4.115 - 0.4 – 0.12 = 6.46mOD. = rail level
Further allowing 370mm for rail head and sleepers plus a minimum of 200mm
ballast below with a nominal allowance for construction tolerance and vertical
curves (~40mm) then an approximate formation level can be calculated.
-

6.46 – 0.37 – 0.2 -0.04 = 5.85mOD = track formation level

Based on the above and the level at the Clappers junction, an approximate
gradient can be calculated, noting that the two crossings are separated by 306m.
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Work undertaken by others notes that vertical curves of 900m and 600m are
required at the west and east ends respectively. Account for this results in a peak
gradient of around 1 in 57 over a length of around 280m.
Work within this report includes for a similar gradient to the east of the A21,
although space exists for a more relaxed gradient should this be preferred. This
gradient, whilst possible, is considered to be extremely steep in Permanent Way
terms.
It should be noted that the rail vertical alignment described above is outside the
best practice guidance and may result in unforeseen design challenges. Therefore,
any further, more detailed, design work may identify areas where alterations to the
alignment are required. As alignments are already at extreme values there is little
scope for amendment within allowable gradients. As such any changes from the
values proposed have a high risk of altering the overall levels achievable, making
this option highly sensitive.
Noting that the water levels of the adjacent River Rother are around +7.0mOD, this
formation level is below the level of the river. Based on similar gradients in both
directions the formation level sits below river level for a distance of at least 75m in
each direction. An allowance of double this to account for variation in river levels
seems reasonable giving a minimum length of 150m in each direction and increasing
the size of the structure considerably.

6.2

Structures

Two main structural challenges arise out of this option. This first being the need
for a structural solution to the A21 road over the railway below, and the second
being the fact that for a significant length the line is below the level of the
adjacent River Rother.
As noted previously a reinforced concrete integral box is likely to represent a
suitable structural form. This aligns with previous work undertaken, which noted
that this form removes the need for movement joints and bearings, thus reducing
maintenance liability. Ground pressures under a box would be reduced
significantly over other solutions, which would likely have significant benefit in
terms of the foundation solution. Whilst ground investigation (GI) has not been
completed it is considered reasonable to assume that this form of solution could be
supported on the existing geological formation at this depth.
As the structure, likely a reinforced concrete box structure, sits below ambient
water levels then the trough structure will need to prevent ingress of water. As this
structure would sit below water levels, buoyancy would need to be prevented.
This would necessitate some form of holding down system (e.g. ground anchors
or piles) or alternatively a thicker (heavier) cross section to add weight.
Despite attempts to prevent water ingress, pumping of the section of the line
would still be required. This would need to be sized to deal with the likely levels
of water entering the trough under typical rain events and from leakage ingress.
Inundation of the system, such as under a large-scale flood event would require
temporary closure of the railway until levels returned to normal and any remedial
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works completed to remove all water and any silt. Timescales would depend on
the scale of the flood event but would likely be a number of days, if not weeks.
It is expected that the walls of the U-shaped trough would have to extend above
ground levels by around 1m to prevent flood water from high frequency events
from flooding the track.
As explained in section 5.2, Arup has estimated the likely volume of cut required
for this option. Calculations are based on a U-shaped box with a width of 7m at
the base of the track bed. Again the length considered in calculations is 640m.
This modelling exercise results in a cut volume of around 5000 cubic metres.
There is a box culvert under the A21 located to the south of the proposed crossing.
This may be affected by the construction of the railway under the road and
therefore may require replacing/strengthening or moving.
A schematic for the A21 crossing is included as 239025-A21-G-002 [D4] within
Appendix B.
Other more minor structural works are likely to be required for this option. For
example works to divert the footpath adjacent to Mill Stream will need to consider
the level changes, without compromising the waterproof nature of the trough.

6.3

Highway

6.3.1

Impact to Existing Highway (A21)

Following completion of the works the vertical alignment would not be affected.
Approach to the road bridge would need to be considered as part of a RRRAP
process but would likely involve Vehicle Restraint Systems and a full H4a parapet
to protect vehicles from impact with the structure at the crossing.

6.4

Traffic Impact

6.4.1

Construction Phase

Significant structural works are required in the vicinity of the A21 for this option.
It is therefore reasonable to assume that construction of a temporary diversion
would be required in advance of construction for this option. Whilst no detailed
assessment work has been carried out, we would anticipate this would need to
take the form of a short temporary bypass diversion located on third party land
around 50m to the east of the existing road. Due to the level differences from the
A21 to adjacent ground levels the temporary works associated with a diversion
would be significant. The diversion would likely require a total length in excess of
400m, 2No. small span road bridges and a minimum of 2No. culverts.
We would anticipate that the construction works for this option would take a
minimum of 6 months and potentially as long as 12 months to complete.
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Operational Phase

Following completion of the construction works the highway would be reinstated
back to current levels. Based on this, the effect on traffic flows in the operational
phase is expected to remain as currently.
Significant routine maintenance and inspection would be required, but this is not
envisaged to have adverse impacts on traffic flows or highway users.

6.5

Flooding

Building a deep cutting in the flood plain would create a number of challenges for
the operation of the railway. As noted above, the formation level for the railway
would be around 5.85m, excluding the depth of structural concrete required for
the u-trough. This is approximately 1m below the average river bed level in the
area and therefore will put the railway line below the water-table (how far below
will vary throughout the year).
In addition to the issues of constructing a railway below the water table, the
proposed line of the route would effectively sever a number of watercourses and
surface water flow paths, most notably the Mill Stream, which is an EA
designated main river. At this location, ambient levels in the Mill Stream would
be at a similar level to that of the rails. Hence, to allow water to cross the
proposed tracks it would have to pass beneath the trough structure using an
inverted siphon. This would create a pinch-point in the stream that could back up
during higher flow events, could also become blocked, and would therefore
potentially increase flood risk in the area during higher frequency events.
The proposed Mill Stream bridge, along with a second large viaduct, serve as
flood relief culverts in extreme events and they are a requirement in the FRA.
Some form of inverted siphon system beneath the structure would be required to
replace these proposed structures. In addition to the issues mentioned above,
inverted siphons would not function as efficiently as a culvert in flood conditions
and therefore would be detrimental to the flood relief requirements.
Given the designation of the Mill Stream as a main river and the sensitivity of the
wider floodplain to water flows across the line of the proposed route, we would
consider it unlikely that the Environment Agency would approve the introduction
of inverted siphons in this area.
As this option puts rail levels below existing ground levels, preventing flood water
from flowing into the U-shaped trough would be an engineering challenge. To
combat this, we would anticipate that the walls of the trough would need to extend
approximately 1m above existing ground level, tying into embankments at either
end. However, even this would be unlikely to prevent flooding of the troughs in
larger flood events. Higher walls would also increase visual impact and
engineering complexity to prevent buoyancy of the trough. Whilst solutions may
exist, in general these would act to increase the environmental impact and
construction costs of this option.
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During low frequency major flood events overtopping of the trough walls is likely.
On this basis, the flood plain would be likely to behave in a similar way to the current
situation. However, during smaller flood events (higher frequency) the trough would
act to sever water flow paths thereby increasing flood risk to surrounding properties.

No flood modelling has been done for this option, so the flood model and FRA
would both have to be updated in order to gain approval from the Environment
Agency. It is not certain that an affordable, viable solution, where flood risk to the
surrounding area remains unchanged, could be found for this option.

6.6

Environmental

Through consideration of the significant differences between the four options, the
standout features of this option would be:
-

Relatively low level of permanent land take but higher levels of earthworks
cut

-

Lower visual and noise impact since below existing ground levels

-

Railway levels below existing water levels leading to pumping, siphon
drain/culvert to east of A21 and potential inundation of the structure under
flood events

-

Inverted syphons in watercourses are barriers to habitat migration and
sediment transport and are therefore very detrimental to the stream
environment

-

The footpath near the Mill Stream would have to be diverted to cross the
rail, either by going alongside the A21 and using the bridge, or by
constructing a new footbridge

-

Embodied CO2 for this option is moderate when compared to the alternative
options presented within this report.

6.7

Maintenance

As discussed in section 6.5, during a flood event the section of railway within the
trough structure (in cutting) would fill with flood water which would then have to
be pumped dry. This means that after a flood event there would be significant
additional construction cost and maintenance implications; for example, providing
suitable electric and signalling equipment which would then have to be dried
tested before the railway can be put back into operation. The cutting would also
fill with silt and debris, which would have to be cleared. There is a risk that the
track bed would eventually become clogged with silt and no longer be free
draining, thus requiring replacement.
The pump would have to be tested and maintained regularly as, if it were to fail,
the cutting would fill with water during rain events or if the waterproofing failed.
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Structures installed specifically as part of this option; road bridge, Mill Stream
siphon and around 300m of U-shaped reinforced concrete trough would require
regular inspection and periodic maintenance.
Other structures, such as culverts, whilst common to all schemes may be longer or
more complex in this scenario, again leading to increased inspection and
maintenance challenges. Any inverted siphons would require trash screens that
have to be cleared periodically. They are prone to blockages therefore additional
capacity may be required to provide redundancy during extreme events, e.g. by
providing multiple siphons. There are also health and safety concerns regarding
the inspection and maintenance of inverted siphons due to difficulty of access and
the potential that they could be filled with stagnant water.

6.8

Cost

The costs for this option include the railway U-shaped trough, bridges and
culverts/inverted siphons. The budget estimate for this option is in region of
£11.9million.
For further details refer to the costing report contained in Appendix C.
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Option 3 – Rail over Existing Highway

7

This solution involves taking the railway above the A21, providing sufficient
headroom clearance to the existing levels of the highway. There are two principal
options to achieve this, namely running the railway on top of an embankment or
supporting it with a viaduct structure over a significant length.
In order to achieve representative comparison between the four main options this
report will focus on the viaduct option as the most practicable, although many of
the issues discussed are common to both approaches. The principal reasons for
taking this option forward, in place of the embankment option, are the following:
•

Land: at its maximum height the embankment would be around 8.7m above
existing ground levels. Assuming a 6.2m crest and 1:3 slopes, that means it
would be 58m wide at ground level. It is unlikely that RVR would be able
to acquire the requisite third party land for such a large footprint.

•

Flood risk: As stated above the embankment would have a very large
footprint in the floodplain, this would reduce the floodplain storage and alter
flow paths, which would be likely to increase flood risk in the area.
Compensatory flood storage would have to be provided, the flood modelling
and FRA would have to be re-done, and it is unlikely that asolution
acceptable to the EA could be found to maintain the current levels of flood
protection.

•

Visual: an 8m high embankment through and Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty is unlikely to get approval and would be less popular with local
residents.

By using the viaduct solution the first two issues would be capable of being
resolved. However, the visual impacts would also be a relevant for the viaduct.
Should it be considered that taking the rail over the road is worth further
consideration then it is recommended that the above is revisited.

7.1

Vertical Alignment

The Highways Agency Standard TD 27/05 sets out the minimum headroom and
lateral clearance requirements for new bridges. The route in question is not
considered to be a high load route (HE map dated 2007 but noted as published
2012), therefore the minimum headroom required would be 5.3m. The clear span
of the bridge would need to be a minimum of 14.3m, assuming a verge width of
2.5m and 9.3m of carriageway.
Based on the span of less than 15m, a steel bridge similar or equivalent to the
Network Rail standard D type deck would be suitable. This structure requires a
minimum of 975mm from deck soffit to running rail. Alternatively looking at the
standard viaduct section (refer to 7.2) for this span it is felt reasonable to assume
an equivalent depth from rail to underside of the structure.
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Based on this and an existing (highest) road level of 11.487m the lowest allowable
deck soffit can be found as below, an allowable construction tolerance of 50mm
has been included.
 11.487 + 5.30 = 16.787mOD = deck soffit level
Further allowing 975mm for structural depth, minimum ballast, sleepers, rail and
construction tolerance an approximate level for the PWay can be calculated.
-

16.787 + 0.975 + 0.05 = ~17.82mOD = track running level.

Based on this, and the level at the Clappers junction, which is taken as fixed at
11.54m, an approximate level change can be calculated. This is (17.82-11.54)
6.28m. Noting that the two crossings are separated by 306m this results in peak
gradients of approximately 1 in 43 over a length of around 270m
Work undertaken by others note that vertical curves of 900m and 600m are
required at the west and east ends respectively. Account for this results in a peak
gradient of 1 in 45.5 over a length of around 270m.
RVR has serious concerns that gradients of this nature would both increase
complexity of train operation and affect the ability of the trains to brake to a halt
at crossings. Concerns of this nature would need to be considered in the protocols
for use of the line and could impact allowable speed limits and/or the operational
times of the level crossing (Clappers).
Work within this report includes for a similar gradient to the east of the A21,
although space exists for a more relaxed gradient should this be preferred.
Therefore any further, more detailed, design work might identify areas where
alternations to the alignment are required. As alignments are already at extreme
values there is little scope for amendment within allowable gradients. As such,
any changes from the values proposed have a high risk of effecting the overall
levels achievable.

7.2

Structures

This report assumes a 50m long embankment starting at the Clappers crossing.
Once it reaches around 3m in height, we would anticipate the solution change to a
reinforced or prestressed concrete viaduct of approximately 500m. After the A21
crossing, when the viaduct goes back down to 3m in height, it would revert to the
embankment. The bridge over the Rother adjacent to the Clappers crossing would
still be required, however the viaduct would cross all the other watercourses and
other obstacles in the area so there would be no need for the other bridges,
culverts or footpath diversions.
Whilst detailed consideration has not been given to this solution from a structural
perspective, comparison to other projects would suggest that a reinforced concrete
system incorporating u-shaped trough elements acting as both the track support and
structure span would likely result in the most cost-effective solution. On this basis a
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reinforced concrete trough structure spanning between piers at around 30m centres
would be a reasonable estimate at this stage. Piers would then be supported on buried
pile caps with piled foundations to limit the potential of differential settlements
associated with the increased loadings.

Whilst in general the proposed route follows the line of the historic route, the
viaduct is likely to result in higher surcharge values. As the ground is located
within the floodplain the potential for settlement of the viaduct exists, this would
need to be considered within any detailed design.
A schematic for the A21 crossing is included as 239025-A21G-003 [D5] within
Appendix B.

7.3

Highway

7.3.1

Impact to Existing Highway (A21)

Following completion of the works the vertical alignment of the highway would
not be affected. Approach to the rail bridge would need to be considered as part of
a RRRAP process as the introduction of abutments to the road corridor would
likely constitute an increased risk to road users. The outcome of this process could
be the introduction of Vehicle Restraint systems or similar over a length before
and after the bridge.
There are no proposals to alter the existing horizontal road alignment under this
arrangement.
This option would have a significant impact on the possibility of upgrading the
A21 in the future. Arup understands that various schemes for upgrading the road
have been proposed previously, including dualling and grade separation of the
roundabout junction to the north but there are no current proposals for any change
to the existing layout. Building the viaduct over the road would severely constrain
future options and may prevent the A21 from being upgraded without significant
expense to work around the viaduct. This is because options to elevate the
highway would also require further elevation of the railway and any widening
could be constrained by the locations of the piers.

7.4

Traffic Impact

7.4.1

Construction Phase

As noted high levels of standardisation are likely to benefit this option. On that basis
a clear span of around 30m would be considered appropriate at the road crossing.

Given this, it is plausible that piers and foundations could be constructed with low
impact to the highway. However, economic construction of the deck structure
could require road closures. If these road closures prove to be significant then a
temporary diversion would be likely to be required. As the temporary diversion is
not a confirmed requirement it has not been included in the cost estimate for this
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option, but the associated costs would be significant and would require the use of
third party land.
The alternative solution of a lightweight (shorter span) steel bridge lifted in over a
single closure would likely also result in similar levels of impact to the highway
as construction of the abutments/piers would be in close proximity to the highway.
This option includes the most significant structural works and on this basis could
have the second highest impact on local transport networks during the
construction phase.
On this basis the disruption to the highway can be classified as significant with
impacts likely to extend over a minimum period of 6 months.
Construction of the wider scheme would result in a prolonged period of
significant disruption to local residents and ecology which is likely to be
unpopular. It is not known whether a prolonged disruption of this nature would be
acceptable to the residents or relevant authorities.

7.4.2

Operation Phase

Following completion of the construction works the highway would be reinstated
back to current levels. Based on this, the effect on traffic flows are expected to
remain as per the current situation.

7.5

Flooding

The construction of a viaduct would negate the requirement for additional culverts
or bridges over the various watercourses and surface water flowpaths. Therefore
this option is considered likely to have relatively similar levels of impact to
flooding as those of Option 1.
This option would have to be tested in the flood model and the FRA may need
updating accordingly.

7.6

Environmental

Through consideration of the significant differences between the four options, the
standout features of this option would be:
-

Significant visual intrusion and noise issues associated with the higher
embankment. As this is an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB), a
large embankment or viaduct would need considerable justification to get
approval

-

Significant construction period (noise, visual disruption, construction traffic
etc.)

-

Embodied CO2 for this option is high when compared to the alternative
options presented within this report.
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Maintenance

As noted previously this option is considered the most significant in terms of
structural works. Ongoing periodic inspection and maintenance of these works
would be required for the duration of the structures lifetime and, in common with
Options 2 and 4, would add considerably to the operating costs of the railway.
Whilst not specifically a maintenance concern, consideration would be required to
the potential for the structure to be adversely affected by flood events during
which foundations would be anticipated to be submerged.

7.8

Cost

The costs for this option are based on the (cheaper) viaduct solution. Principal
costs include the viaduct and approach embankments. This is by far the most
expensive option with budget estimate costs in the region of £20.2million.
For further details refer to the costing report contained in Appendix C.
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Option 4 – Rail under raised highway

Option 4 is similar to Option 2 in that it would be rail under road; however, this
proposal would raise the level of the road in order to reduce the depth of the
cutting.

8.1

Vertical Alignment

An assessment has been done on the potential to alter the vertical alignment of the
A21 at this location. The principal constraint was taken as the A21 Robertsbridge
roundabout located approximately 140m north of the proposed rail alignment. To
maximise the benefits of this option over those discussed previously, a design
speed of 40mph (70kph) has been used for the design of the trunk road
throughout.
This option results in an allowable increase in road levels of around 2.0m above
the current highway alignment. Based on the altered road levels, the introduction
of a suitable bridge structure allows for rail levels to be provided at 8.5m OD at
the location of the A21.

8.2

Structures

This option would have similar issues to Option 2 but they would be reduced in
severity due to the reduction in the depth of the cutting. Introduction of a bridging
structure to support the highway over a length of around 15m would be required,
with reinforced concrete trough structures for around 60m in each direction also
being needed to support existing ground levels and provide an element of flood
protection to the railway.
In addition to the structures highlighted in Option 2 the road level would be raised on
an embankment for a length of approximately 300m. On the basis that embankment
slopes are maintained at 1 in 3 there would be a relatively sizeable increase in land
take for the highway, with adjacent structures (such as the culvert) requiring
extension and potentially strengthening to deal with the increased embankment
volumes. An alternative solution to reduce land take would be to construct concrete
retaining walls for the lengths where the embankments would extend outside the
present land take. This has not been explored further or included in the costings.

8.3

Highway

8.3.1

Impact to Existing Highway (A21)

From a highways perspective, assuming a 40moh speed limit throughout, the
updated alignment includes the introduction of a compliant sag curve from the
roundabout, with K value of 20 in order to locally steepen the gradient up and over
the rail alignment. A desirable minimum crest curve, with K value of 30 was
introduced at the location of the rail line allowing the road to be brought back
towards existing levels as quickly as practicable.
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Sightlines and stopping sight distances were checked and could be achieved for this
option.
An alternative arrangement involving the introduction of a 30mph speed limit
throughout could be explored in more detail. Initial information suggests this would
allow the highway to be raised by a further 1.2m. Due to the requirement for
changes to A21 speed limits over a considerable length of trunk road, this option
has not been explored further at this time.

8.4

Traffic Impact

8.4.1

Construction Phase

Works would be required to a significant length of the A21 to construct this
option. As with Option 2, this proposal would be likely to require construction of
a temporary diversion of the A21 with all the attendant issues. Whilst no detailed
assessment work has been carried out, we would anticipate this would need to
take the form of a short temporary bypass diversion located around 50m to the
east of the existing road. Due to the level differences from the A21 to adjacent
ground levels the temporary works associated with a diversion would be
significant. The diversion would likely require a total length in excess of 400m,
2No. small span road bridges and a minimum of 2No. culverts.
We would anticipate that the construction works for this option would take a
minimum of 9 months and potential as long as 18 months to complete.

8.4.2

Operation Phase

The vertical alignment of the A21 would include exacerbated changes in gradient
over that currently present. In order to remain within desirable values outlined in
the relevant design documents there would be a requirement to extend the current
40mph speed restriction for a longer duration, thereby covering the full length of
highway affected by the works.

8.5

Flooding

It is expected that this option would be able to incorporate all the bridges and
culverts in Option 1 unaltered. if so, the modelling work and FRA would also
apply to this option and the conclusions drawn would remain the same.
The railway would be at a lower level as compared to Option 1; therefore it is
likely that the track will flood more frequently and require more closures,
although the current model results suggest that this will only occur in the 1:20yr
event.
The A21 does not currently overtop in the 1:100yr +climate change event,
therefore raising the road further should not impact the floodplain connectivity.
However there could be an increase in the footprint of the road embankment
which would affect floodplain storage. This could be minimised by using
retaining walls rather than battered slopes and would be offset by the reduction in
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rail embankment size. It is therefore unlikely that additional culverts would be
required to maintain the current levels of flood risk.
It would be advisable to run this option through the flood model to ensure that
there is no change to the results gained from Option 1 and ensure the FRA does
not need updating.

8.6

Environmental

Through consideration of the significant differences between the four options, the
standout features of this option would be:
-

Relatively low permanent third party land take but higher levels of
earthworks cut offset by higher landtake around the highway for
embankments to support the higher road levels required as part of this option

-

Lower visual and noise impact since below existing ground levels, again off set
by negative impact of road raising by 2m and increase visual and noise

-

The footpath near the Mill Stream would have to incorporate a walking rail
crossing

-

Embodied CO2 for this option would be moderate when compared to the
alternative options presented within this report.

8.7

Maintenance

Maintenance and inspection would be required for the new structures present on
the route. This would include the increased embankments on the A21 and any
changes to these structures. Consideration would be required as to how this would
be managed as it seems appropriate that any existing assets supporting the A21
would remain the responsibility of Highways England.
As per Option 2, regular inspection and maintenance would be required for the
structures on or over the railway. The potential for this option to require pumping
(during extreme events) would introduce further maintenance liabilities which
would need to be considered in more detail if required.

8.8

Costs

The costs for this option include the embankment for the railway and associated
bridges and culverts, as well as raising the highway and the bridge to take the A21
over the railway. Budget estimate costs are in the region of £11.3million.
For further details refer to the costing report contained in Appendix C.
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9

Cost Comparison

9.1

Typical industry benchmarked costs

The following summary table is taken from the high level cost comparison
exercise, assuming industry standard costs and relationships. For details refer to
the cost report which is contained within Appendix C.
Table 5: Summary of costs taken from Costing Report

These comparative results show that Option 1 would be the lowest cost, with an
estimate of around 60% of the next lowest cost option.
Option 3 is by far the highest cost, being 71% higher than the next highest cost
option (option 2). Options 2 and 4 are of similar cost.
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RVR costed delivery

It is relevant to highlight that RVR have delivered a number of schemes in recent
times using a documented and successful delivery mechanism. This has resulted
in projects costing less than if delivered through a more traditional
client/contractor relationship.
As noted RVR has already been to the market and obtained prices for delivering
Option 1 under this mechanism and these prices are included here.
See Appendix D for a full breakdown of the estimated costs as supplied by RVR.
As per the attached the total is just over £1.5million.
These costings are on the basis that (in common with other heritage railways) the
design work and much of the construction is carried out by suitably qualified, but
unpaid, volunteers with recent experience of carrying out similar work on the
neighbouring Kent & East Sussex Railway and that materials are sourced from
known suppliers.
RVR has explained that it has already undertaken significant work on the project
in the anticipation of Option 1. Following detailed studies and designs, extensive
discussion and liaison with all the key authorities, RVR has full planning approval
for this Option. It already has a detailed cost estimate, utilising quotes from their
existing sub-contractors, and has already purchased a proportion of the key
materials needed.
It should be noted that aspects of the other options covered in this report could
potentially also be delivered at a lower cost, but RVR does not have access to the
relevant resource/expertise to enable this. It would therefore be purely
hypothetical and, for this reason, it does not warrant further investigation.
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Summary

Arup was instructed to explore options to take the proposed RVR heritage railway
across the A21(T) near Robertsbridge. Whilst it would be feasible to construct all
of the four options assessed, each comes with differing impacts both during
construction and through operation.
Option 1, involving an at-grade level crossing, introduces the fewest engineering
challenges and would involve the least disruption during construction.
Construction costs are the lowest for this option. Full planning consent exists for
this option, but further statutory authority is required and RVR would be required
to demonstrate that there are exceptional circumstances to justify the creation of a
new road level crossing.
Option 2 looks at the feasibility of taking the rail beneath the existing road.
Principal engineering and approval challenges are around the railway being placed
below the level of the adjacent River Rother. Mitigation of this is likely to require
a long length of waterproof trough structure, with significant engineering
challenges including maintenance of water flow paths during flood events and
long-term pumping requirements. Planned flood relief culverts and bridges would
not be possible with this option and the alternatives would be unlikely to be
accepted by the Environment Agency. Disruption to local residents and road users
is likely to be very significant with this option.
Option 3 considers the potential to take the rail over the existing road. This
scheme introduces a sizeable length of elevated viaduct structure which would
have significant impacts, both on cost and visual intrusion. Construction duration
for this option is also likely to enhance the difficulties around gaining acceptance
for this option from the relevant authorities. The structural works for this option
are by far the most extensive than any of the other options.
Option 4, involving realignment of the existing highway, would result in a series
of engineering works for both the road and rail. Extension of existing speed
restrictions close to the roundabout would be required for this option, together
with temporary highway diversions and prolonged construction durations.
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Appendix D
RVR Fully worked up estimate
of actual cost to RVR of
constructing level crossing
(Option 1)

IN ASSOCIATION WITH THE KENT & EAST SUSSEX RAILWAY
ROBERTSBRIDGE JUNCTION STATION, STATION ROAD,
ROBERTSBRIDGE, EAST SUSSEX. TN32 5DG
www.rvr.org.uk
16 May 2019
Our ref:
Your ref:

Chairman/GSC/761
RVR A21 Crossing Options Report
Option 1 - Pricing

1. Introduction
RVR has priced Option 1 (At-grade Crossing) on the basis that will be constructed using
the well proven RVR construction model.
2. RVR Construction Model
Rother Valley Railway Ltd acts as the Engineering, Procurement, Installation, and
Commissioning (EPIC) contractor delivering phases of the Bodiam to Robertsbridge
Reconnection Project for the Client which is the RVR Heritage Trust.
RVR has within its EPIC team:

Volunteer professional designers and certifiers,

Volunteer project managers,

Small local subcontractors,

Volunteer track laying contractor
3. EPIC Team Construction Experience
RVR has already built 2km of railway to mainline railway standards, winning many industry
awards:
Phases 1, 2, and 3 from Bodiam to Junction Road, 1.5km of rebuilt embankment, culverts,
and track bed.
Phase 5 from Robertsbridge Junction Station to Northbridge Street includes 1
strengthened bridge with new steel deck, 1 bridge deck replacement, 3 new RC bridges
with steel decks, and a steel sheet piling river wall. (Institution of Civil Engineers’
Engineering Excellence Awards 2013 - Restoration Award)
Phase 6 includes an embankment widening, a new connection to the Network Rail
mainline, a reinforced concrete retaining wall, five coach platform, (ICE SE Engineering
Excellence Awards 2017 - Community Benefit Award)
Phase 7 includes the foundations for the water tower and water crane, and foundations for
the booking hall and toilet block.
For Kent and East Sussex Railway (K&ESR), RVR project managed a new 4 road
Carriage Storage Shed and sidings. (ICE South Coast Engineering Excellence Awards
2015 - Special Award (Community))
Working as K&ESR, the team reconstructed the 5.7km line between Northiam and Bodiam
Stations
K&ESR more recently reconstructed the A26 level crossing with the deck system proposed
for the RVR level crossings.

Registered Office: 3-4 Bower Terrace, Tonbridge Road, Maidstone, Kent, ME16 8RY
A company registered in England number 2613553
Full member of the Heritage Railway Association

Rother Valley Railway Limited
4. Cost Estimate
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Design and Certification (Volunteer Professionals)
Site Facilities
Embankment and Culverts
Steel Sheet Piling
Bridge Decks (RVR owned)
Bridge Deck Transport and Setting
Level Crossing Installation
Subtotal

8 Supervision
9 Overheads
10 Profit (Registered Charity)
Subtotal
11 Contingency 10%
Total
Note: Excludes VAT and Inflation
5. Attachments
A. Price build up
B. Copies of quotations
C. Andrew Wood’s detailed estimate
D. Award certificates

Gardner Crawley BSc(Eng), CEng, FICE
Chairman Rother Valley Railway Ltd

Page 2 of 2

£0.00
£18,310.00
£957,590.00
£168,000.34
£0.00
£16,800.00
£171,000.00
£1,331,700.34
£28,600.00
£39,317.00
£0.00
£1,399,617.34
£139,692.00
£1,539,579.34

Rother Valley Railway Ltd
A21 Options Report - Costing

Ref

Description
Option 1 Cost Summary

Amount

Construction of Formation from Northbridge Street to East of A21
(Chainage 820+00 to 1420+00)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Design and Certification (Volunteer Professionals)
Site Facilities
Embankment and Culverts
Steel Sheet Piling
Bridge Decks (RVR owned)
Bridge Deck Transport and Setting
Level Crossing Installation
Subtotal

8 Supervision
9 Overheads
10 Profit (Registered Charity)
Subtotal
11 Contingency 10%
Total

£0.00
£18,310.00
£957,590.00
£168,000.34
£0.00
£16,800.00
£171,000.00
£1,331,700.34
£28,600.00
£39,317.00
£0.00
£1,399,617.34
£139,962.00
£1,539,579.34

Rother Valley Railway Ltd
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Description
Element
Item 1 Design and Certification

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Volunteer Professional Engineers
Graham Bessant

Certification

Yes

No

No

No

Alan Hayward

Culverts

Yes

No

No

No

Derek Kent

Temporary Works

Yes

No

No

No

John Streeves

Steel Bridges

Yes

No

Yes

No

£0.00

N/A

N/A

N/A

Total to Summary

Rother Valley Railway Ltd
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Description
Item 2 Site Facilities
Construction Period
Andrew Wood estimate 24-Apr-19
AW Duration 6 months

Wheelwash (Rahul Sodha)
Hire
Transport Each way

Qty Unit

Rate

Amount

£255.00
£995.00

£6,630.00
£3,980.00

Total

6 months
26 weeks

26 weeks
4 trips

£10,610.00
Toilet (4Jays)
Hire
Transport Each way

26 weeks
4 trips

£200.00
£100.00

£5,200.00
£400.00
£5,600.00

Office (4Jays)
Hire
Transport Each way

26 weeks
4 trips

£35.00
£100.00

£910.00
£400.00
£1,310.00

Storage (4Jays)
Hire
Transport Each way

26 weeks
4 trips

£15.00
£100.00

£390.00
£400.00
£790.00

Total to Summary

£18,310.00

Rother Valley Railway Ltd
A21 Options Report - Costing

Description
Item 3 Embankment and Culverts
Groundwork
Andrew Wood Estimate 24-Apr-19
North Bridge Street yard (RB.J side)
North Bridge Street yard (A21side)
Rother Bridge foundations
Rother Bridge flood bund retaining wall
Bridge 7
Bridge 8
Bridge 9
Bridge 10
Bridge 11
Mill Stream Bridge foundations
Bridge 13
Bridge 14
Embankment
Total to Summary

Detail

(Excl SSP & Crane))
pipe culvert
4 unit wide box culvert
2 unit wide box culvert
2 unit wide box culvert
2 unit wide box culvert
(Excl SSP & Crane))
pipe culvert
2 unit wide box culvert

Total

£17,120.00
£17,680.00
£60,720.00
£38,490.00
£29,320.00
£71,280.00
£42,865.00
£42,865.00
£42,865.00
£67,720.00
£131,400.00
£42,865.00
£352,400.00
£957,590.00

Rother Valley Railway Ltd
A21 Options Report - Costing

Description
Item 4 Steel Sheet Piling
Installation
Mobilisation and demobilisation of all equipment to
and from site.
External Site Move
Provide a Warranty - cost subject to agreed
wording
Production of a full sheet pile Design Report &
drawings No. of Design Cases; Excludes work on
Frame Design, AIP or Rail Forms 1

Qty

2
2

1

Provide a Bond - cost subject to agreed wording
Reaction stand set up.
Bridge 6 - River Rother East Abutment - Internal
Dimensions - 4.14m x 7.14m
Bridge 6 -River Rother West Abutment - Internal
Dimensions - 4.14m x 7.14m
Bridge 12 - Mill Stream East Abutment - Internal
Dimensions - 4.14m x 7.14m
Bridge 12 -Mill StreamWest Abutment - Internal
Dimensions - 4.14m x 7.14m
EO for Interlocking corner pieces
Flame cutting piles during installation, in free air

Mobilisation of welders to flame cut the sheet piles
after removal of the frames
Mobilisation of an "Oasis Unit" as per our Pricing
Notes
Hire of an "Oasis Unit" as per our Pricing Notes
(minimum 1 week hire)
Supply 1no. O&M Manual in electronic format
Supply a setting out engineer for the sheet piling
element of our works
Supply a Non Working SSSTS Supervisor for the
Piling element of our works
Due on Installation
This estimate is based on the following durations
for each specific task.
Please allow for any potential delays that you
consider may occur at the rates below 16 days to install the sheet piles with 1no piling
gang

Unit

per
visit
per
move
sum
sum

Rate

Total

£8,050.00 £16,100.00
£3,770.00

£7,540.00
Not Offered

£750.00

£750.00

sum

Not Offered

4
226.8

lin.m
m²

£1,370.00 £5,480.00
£144.75 £32,829.30

226.8

m²

£144.75 £32,829.30

226.8

m²

£144.75 £32,829.30

226.8

m²

£144.75 £32,829.30

36
214.2

lin m
per
visit
per
visit
per
visit
week

4

£67.69
£20.00

£2,436.84
£4,284.00

£1,100.00

£4,400.00

£520.00 Ext if Reqd
£270.00 Ext if Reqd

sum

£1,000.00 Ext if Reqd

week

£2,144.00 Ext if Reqd

week

£2,400.00 Ext if Reqd
£172,308.0
4

day

£2,990.00 Ext if Reqd

Rother Valley Railway Ltd
A21 Options Report - Costing

Description
Item 4 Steel Sheet Piling
2 days to cut down the sheet piles to top of
abutment level with 1no gang

Qty

Unit
day

Rate

£1,750.00 Ext if Reqd
£172,308.0
4
-£4,307.70

less 2.5% discount for prompt payment
Dayworks/Standing Time from Dayworks Page

Total

1

item

£0.00
£168,000.34

Rother Valley Railway Ltd
A21 Options Report - Costing

Description
Item 5 Bridge Decks

Detail

Total

RVRL already owned, in storage
Bridge No 6 (River Rother)
Bought from Cow Lane Bridge Replacement, Reading
Scrap price paid
Plus haulage
Bridge No 12 (Mill Stream)
- ditto -

Total to Summary

£0.00

Rother Valley Railway Ltd
A21 Options Report - Costing

Description
Item 6 Bridge Deck Transport and Setting

Detail

Total

Coussens Estimate 11-Apr-19
Bridge No 6 (River Rother)
Crane for each visit on CPA Contract lift
Transport with escorting
Crane for each visit on CPA Contract lift

£3,200.00
£2,000.00
£3,200.00

Bridge No 12 (Mill Stream)
Crane for each visit on CPA Contract lift
Transport with escorting
Crane for each visit on CPA Contract lift

£3,200.00
£2,000.00
£3,200.00

Total to Summary

£16,800.00

Rother Valley Railway Ltd
A21 Options Report - Costing

Description
Item 7 Level Crossing Installation
Site Works (Peter Barber email 4 Apr 2019):
Ground investigations
Surface water drainage
Service diversions - none
Approach signage
Subtotal

Qty Unit

Rate

Sum
Sum
Sum
Sum

Level Crossing Installation (Peter Barber email 2 Feb 2019)
Crossing units and rail bonded in
18 m
£2,000.00
Crane hire
Sum
Ground works to bottom of concrete level
Sum
Make good road and white lining
Sum
High friction road surface
40 m
£250.00
Rail and corrosion protection
Sum
Subtotal
Level Crossing Equipment (Paul Baker and RH&DR)
Road Management
Sum
CCTV
Sum
Lifting barriers & Control system
Sum

Total to Summary

Amount

£10,000.00
£5,000.00
£0.00
£10,000.00

£36,000.00
£5,000.00
£20,000.00
£10,000.00
£10,000.00
£5,000.00

£10,000.00
£10,000.00
£40,000.00

Rother Valley Railway Ltd
A21 Options Report - Costing

Total

£25,000.00

£86,000.00

£60,000.00
£171,000.00

Rother Valley Railway Ltd
A21 Options Report - Costing

Description
Item 8 Supervision
Average costs from Company Accounts
6 months construction manager
Weeks
Days
Rate
Total
Expenses
Days
Accommodation

Qty

Unit

26
130
£160.00
£20,800.00

130
£60.00
£7,800.00

Total to Summary

£28,600.00

Rother Valley Railway Ltd
A21 Options Report - Costing

Description
Item 9 Overheads
Company Overheads
Annual (2015)
Rate
Months
Total
Site Overheads
Construction Cost
Phases 5, 6, 7
Total
Total to Summary

Amount

Total

£52,000.00
£4,333.33
6
£26,000.00

£1,331,700.34
1.00%
£13,317.00
£39,317.00

Rother Valley Railway Ltd
A21 Options Report - Costing
Details
2010
2011
2012
From Annual Accounts – Trading, Profit & Loss Account
INCOME:
Rent Receivable
Donations
Sundry Income
Revenue grants
Bank Interest Received
Sale of Scrap
Legacy
Profit from disposal of Fixed Assets

Total:
Per Accounts
EXPENDITURE:
Rent Payable
Insurance
Electricity & Heating Gas
Telephone & Broadband
Water & Sewerage
Waste collection
Weedkilling
Bank Charges
Health & Safety expenses
Legal & Professional Fees
Subscriptions
NR connection charge
General Repairs & Maintenance
Maintenance of Rolling Stock
Diesel fuel
Tools & General cons
Forestry & Gardening
Cleaning
Sundry Expenses
Supervision
Depreciation - Permanent Way
Depreciation – Buildings & Structures
Depreciation – Fixtures & Fittings
Depreciation – Plant & Equipment
Depreciation – Rolling Stock
Loss from disposal of Fixed Asset

Total:

2014

2015

5,221 5,016 4,975 4,975 4,975
9,276 9,738 7,239 9,845 9,913
31
281
19,814 29,037 24,011 40,605 58,892

6,100
9,658

3,199

6,164

3,903

2013

2,455

2,953
500

7,304

2016

2017

7,087
9,693
4,340
81,225 74,155

6,813
10,065
158
73,168

1618

584

87

34,342 51,174 42,389 65,184 77,233
34,342 51,174 42,389 65,184 77,233

98,688 95,859
98,868 95,859

90,204
90,204

4,376
3,533
895
289
87
162

4,382
3,767
827
437
150
318

4,377
3,934
1,236
388
314
384

4,377
3,761
1,568
389
358
457

4,376
3,797
1,402
430
241
729

4,372
3,716
1,157
518
228
905

5,126
3,943
1,129
541
158
1,172

4,901
4,425
1,706
532
265
793

127
62
55
45

201
56
14
47

195
44
14
65

182
222
13
65

136
355
13
105

138
181
13
165

183
4
380
160

140
248
13
160

8,879
241
200
2,393

782
3,270
160
3,646

3,849
127
50
2,299
60
351

1,335
495
125
2,914

1,361
353
128
3,972
110
923
861
9,150
39,776
189
607
675
7,318
1,884

1,005
2,243
75
3,327

3,867
2,239
40
3,216
2,850
1,085
2,443
3,910
49,324
3,074
413
1,807
7,318
567

524
2,543
35
2,018
2,197
749
2,181

754

632

1,499

9,915 22,661 16,907 29,850
669
669
858
858
263
343
343
750
457
311
589
730
3,858 7,003 7,888 7,458

1,040
875
24,190
44,983
189
604
1,698
7,318

51,192
11,075
365
1,901
7,318

37,260 49,676 44,272 57,406 78,891

98,940 94,949

95,281

Overheads (Ex Depreciation & Superv 27,345 27,015 27,365 27,556 39,115

53,957 45,625

44,089

IN ASSOCIATION WITH THE KENT & EAST SUSSEX RAILWAY
ROBERTSBRIDGE JUNCTION STATION, STATION ROAD,
ROBERTSBRIDGE, EAST SUSSEX. TN32 5DG
www.rvr.org.uk

RVR A21 Crossing Options Report
Option 1 – Pricing Appendices

1

Design and Certification - Volunteer Professionals Confirmation

2

Site Facilities – Suppliers Quotations

3

Embankment and Culverts – Andrew Wood Quotation

4

Steel Sheet Piling – Berryrange Quotation

5

Bridge Decks (RVR owned)

6

Bridge Deck Transport and Setting – Coussens Quotation

7

Level Crossing Installation – Peter Barber Quotation

8

Supervision - RVRL records

9

Overheads - RVRL records

10

Profit - RVRL records

Registered Office: 3-4 Bower Terrace, Tonbridge Road, Maidstone, Kent, ME16 8RY
A company registered in England number 2613553
Full member of the Heritage Railway Association

Rother Valley Railway Limited
RVR A21 Crossing Options Report
Option 1 – Pricing Appendices
Appendix 1- Design and Certification

Volunteer Professionals Confirmation:
Description

Element

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Graham Bessant

Certification

Yes

No

No

No

Alan Hayward

Culverts

Yes

No

No

No

Derek Kent

Temporary Works Yes

No

No

No

John Streeves

Steel Bridges

Yes

No

Yes

No

£0.00

N/A

N/A

N/A

Total to Summary

Rother Valley Railway Limited
RVR A21 Crossing Options Report
Option 1 – Pricing Appendices
Appendix 2 - Site Facilities
Suppliers’ Quotations attached
Duration 6 months

Wheelwash (Rahul Sodha)
Hire
Transport Each way

6 months
26 weeks

26 weeks
4 trips

£255.00
£995.00

£6,630.00
£3,980.00
£10,610.00

Toilet (4Jays 1 May 2019)
Hire
Transport Each way

26 weeks
4 trips

£200.00
£100.00

£5,200.00
£400.00
£5,600.00

Office (4Jays 1 May 2019)
Hire
Transport Each way

26 weeks
4 trips

£35.00
£100.00

£910.00
£400.00
£1,310.00

Storage (4Jays 1 May
2019)
Hire
Transport Each way

26 weeks
4 trips

£15.00
£100.00

£390.00
£400.00
£790.00

Total to Summary

£18,310.00

RE: Four Jays - contact form - Outlook Web App, light version

1 of 2

https://mail.dalsterling.com/owa/?ae=Item&t=IPM.Note&id=RgAA...

Options
Reply

Mail
Calendar
Contacts
Deleted Items (105)

Reply All

Forward

Debs - Four Jays Group [Debs@fourjays.co.uk]
To help protect your privacy, some content in this message has been blocked. If you're sure this
message is from a trusted sender and you want to re-enable the blocked features, click here.
Sent: 01 May 2019 08:16

Inbox (14027)

To:

Gardner Crawley

Junk E-Mail

Cc:

Jax - Four Jays Group [Jax@fourjays.co.uk]

Click to view all folders
Bad address
Pending
Rotary
Manage Folders...

Close

RE: Four Jays - contact form

Drafts [638]

Sent Items

Sign out

Dear Crawley
We charge at present £200 p.w. for a 12 x 8 welfare which is a 6 man one and
includes a weekly service, plus haulage + VAT.
We do stores and oﬃces. A 12 store is £15 p.w. and hiab delivery and collec on
+ VAT we also do oﬃces which can be sta c or trailer and these vary but are
usually £35 ‐ £45 p.w. depending on size.
If you hired the store and oﬃce and both were sta c they could be delivered
together on one delivery and collec on on the hiab lorry.
I hope this helps if you need any more informa on please call the oﬃce.
Kind regards,
Debs Roberts
Four Jays Group
PLEASE VIEW OUR WEBSITE
www.fourjays.co.uk
Tel.: 01622 843135
Fax: 01622 844410
Email: debs@fourjays.co.uk
www.fourjays.co.uk

From: Enquiries ‐ Four Jays Group <enquiries@fourjays.co.uk>
Sent: 01 May 2019 08:06
To: Jax ‐ Four Jays Group <Jax@fourjays.co.uk>

1-May-19, 3:34 PM

RE: Four Jays - contact form - Outlook Web App, light version

2 of 2

https://mail.dalsterling.com/owa/?ae=Item&t=IPM.Note&id=RgAA...

Subject: FW: Four Jays ‐ contact form

Kind regards,
Sarah Worsfold
Director, Four Jays Limited
Partner, Janet's China Hire
Director, Smart Event Support Limited
PLEASE VIEW OUR WEBSITES
www.fourjays.co.uk
www.janetschinahire.co.uk
www.smarteventsupport.co.uk
Tel.: 01622 843135
Fax: 01622 844410
Email: sarah@fourjays.co.uk
From: Four Jays Group <gardner.crawley@dalsterling.com>
Sent: 01 May 2019 07:06
To: Commercial ‐ Four Jays Group <commercial@fourjays.co.uk>
Subject: Four Jays ‐ contact form
From: Gardner Crawley
Email: gardner.crawley@dalsterling.com
Telephone Number: 07776 236465
Items Required: welfare unit for 6 people 12 oﬃce 12 store
How did you hear about us?: Word of Mouth
Event Informa on
Date of Event:
Type of Event:
Loca on of Event:
Expected number of guests:
Commercial Informa on
Loca on of site: Robertsbridge
Requirements: We are looking at a 6 month construc on project for Summer
2020. Please give me a budget price for on/oﬀ cost + hire for 12 welfare unit +
service costs
Dura on: 6 months
Connected to Microsoft Exchange

1-May-19, 3:34 PM

Rother Valley Railway Limited
RVR A21 Crossing Options Report
Option 1 – Pricing Appendices
Appendix 3 - Embankment and Culverts
Andrew Wood Quotation dated 24 April 2019 attached

Rother Valley Railway Limited
RVR A21 Crossing Options Report
Option 1 – Pricing Appendices
Appendix 4 - Steel Sheet Piling
Berryrange Quotation dated 21 April 2019 attached

Date :-

21st April 2019

Client :-

Rother Valley Railway - DAL Streling
Phase 4, Rother Valley Railway, Robertsbridge.
Mr. Gardner Crawley

Contract :-

F.A.O.

Our Ref :-

Item Description
Sheet Piling

E7478A

/BQ/

02 R0
Option 2 - Non-Conforming Design
Installation with a WP 150 Piler
Quant.

Based on Berryrange design -

Unit

Rate

Amount

2

per visit

£8,050.00

£16,100.00

2

per move

£3,770.00

£7,540.00

V1

Installation
1

Mobilisation and demobilisation of all equipment to and from site.

(a) External Site Move
2

Provide a Warranty - cost subject to agreed wording

3

Production of a full sheet pile Design Report & drawings

sum
No. of Design Cases;

4

Provide a Bond - cost subject to agreed wording

5

Reaction stand set up.

6

Bridge 6 - River Rother East Abutment - Internal Dimensions - 4.14m x 7.14m

GU21N

@

9.0

m long to retain

£750.00

sum

Supply, handle and install the following sheet piles using a
WP150 silent piler or similar for a quiet and vibration free method
no.

sum

£750.00

1

Excludes work on Frame Design, AIP or Rail Forms

42

1

Not Offered

3.10 m

Propped by others

4

no

25.2

lin.m

226.8

m²

Not Offered
£1,370.00

£5,480.00

£144.75

£32,829.30

£144.75

£32,829.30

£144.75

£32,829.30

£144.75

£32,829.30

Top of the sheet pile installed to +11.5m with an EGL at +10.65m to a
formation level of +7.55m. Factor of Safety for Stability = 1.11 > 1.0 ok

Temporary Prop/s;

@ 11.25mOD, 27kN/m, (ULS) or 22kN/m (SLS)

Suggest using a hired hydraulic frame.

Surcharges;
10kPa General
5mm
Anticipated Deflections
<
7

Bridge 6 -River Rother West Abutment - Internal Dimensions - 4.14m x 7.14m
Supply, handle and install the following sheet piles using a
WP150 silent piler or similar for a quiet and vibration free method
42

no.

GU21N

@

9.0

m long to retain

3.10 m

Propped by others

25.2

lin.m

226.8

m²

Top of the sheet pile installed to +11.5m with an EGL at +10.65m to a
formation level of +7.55m. Factor of Safety for Stability = 1.11 > 1.0 ok

Temporary Prop/s;

@ 11.25mOD, 27kN/m, (ULS) or 22kN/m (SLS)

Suggest using a hired hydraulic frame.

Surcharges;
10kPa General
5mm
Anticipated Deflections
<
8

Bridge 12 - Mill Stream East Abutment - Internal Dimensions - 4.14m x 7.14m
Supply, handle and install the following sheet piles using a
WP150 silent piler or similar for a quiet and vibration free method
42

no.

GU21N

@

9.0

m long to retain

3.10 m

Propped by others

25.2

lin.m

226.8

m²

25.2

lin.m

226.8

m²

Top of the sheet pile installed to +11.0m with an EGL at +10.35m to a
formation level of +7.25m. Factor of Safety for Stability = 1.11 > 1.0 ok

Temporary Prop/s;

@ 10.75mOD, 27kN/m, (ULS) or 22kN/m (SLS)

Suggest using a hired hydraulic frame.

Surcharges;
10kPa General
5mm
Anticipated Deflections
<
9

Bridge 12 -Mill StreamWest Abutment - Internal Dimensions - 4.14m x 7.14m
Supply, handle and install the following sheet piles using a
WP150 silent piler or similar for a quiet and vibration free method
42

no.

GU21N

@

9.0

m long to retain

3.10 m

Propped by others

Top of the sheet pile installed to +11.0m with an EGL at +10.35m to a
formation level of +7.25m. Factor of Safety for Stability = 1.11 > 1.0 ok

Temporary Prop/s;

@ 10.75mOD, 27kN/m, (ULS) or 22kN/m (SLS)

Suggest using a hired hydraulic frame.

Surcharges;
10kPa General
5mm
Anticipated Deflections
<

Form B300b Bill of Quantity - Page 1 of 2

21st April 2019

Date :10

Our Ref :-

E7478A

/BQ/

02 R0

EO for Interlocking corner pieces
Interlocking corners -

4 no. allowed @

9.0

m long

36.0

lin m

£67.69

£2,436.84

214.2

lin m

£20.00

£4,284.00

4

per visit

£1,100.00

£4,400.00

per visit

£520.00

Ext if Reqd

11

Flame cutting piles during installation, in free air

12

Mobilisation of welders to flame cut the sheet piles after removal of the frames

13

Mobilisation of an "Oasis Unit" as per our Pricing Notes

14

Hire of an "Oasis Unit" as per our Pricing Notes (minimum 1 week hire)

week

£270.00

Ext if Reqd

15

Supply 1no. O&M Manual in electronic format

sum

£1,000.00

Ext if Reqd

week

£2,144.00

Ext if Reqd

week

£2,400.00

Ext if Reqd

Please note that all As-Built drawings/Information to come from Setting Out Engineer
16

Supply a setting out engineer for the sheet piling element of our works

(If required, please extend for
17

4 weeks)

Supply a Non Working SSSTS Supervisor for the Piling element of our works

(If required, please extend for

4 weeks)

This bill is to be read in conjunction with the pricing notes, design assumption notes,
technical notes, piling attendances and our T's & C's
Due On Installation
18

£172,308.04

This estimate is based on the following durations for each specific task.
Please allow for any potential delays that you consider may occur at the rates below 16

days to install the sheet piles with 1no piling gang

day

£2,990.00

Ext if Reqd

2

days to cut down the sheet piles to top of abutment level with 1no gang

day

£1,750.00

Ext if Reqd
£172,308.04

less 2.5% discount for prompt payment
A

-£4,307.70

Dayworks/Standing Time from Dayworks Page -

1
Total

Standing time for any reason beyond our control will be charged, based
on a 10 hour working day, at the following hourly rates Piling Gang
£299.00
Flame Cutting Gang

£175.00

Form B300b Bill of Quantity - Page 2 of 2

item

0.00
£168,000.34

Rother Valley Railway Limited
RVR A21 Crossing Options Report
Option 1 – Pricing Appendices
Appendix 5 - Bridge Decks
RVR owned, purchased for cost of scrap and transport from Cow Lane, Reading

Cow Lane, Reading 19 August 2011

Rother Valley Railway Limited
RVR A21 Crossing Options Report
Option 1 – Pricing Appendices
Appendix 6 - Bridge Deck Transport and Setting
Coussens Quotation dated 11 April 2019 attached

Rother Valley Railway Limited
RVR A21 Crossing Options Report
Option 1 – Pricing Appendices
Appendix 7 - Level Crossing Installation
Description
Site Works (Peter Barber):
Ground investigations
Surface water drainage
Service diversions - none
Approach signage
Subtotal

Qty Unit

Rate

Sum
Sum
Sum
Sum

Level Crossing Installation (Peter Barber email 2 Feb 2019)
Crossing units and rail bonded in
18 m
£2,000.00
Crane hire
Sum
Ground works to bottom of concrete
level
Sum
Make good road and white lining
Sum
High friction road surface
40 m
£250.00
Rail and corrosion protection
Sum
Subtotal
Level Crossing Equipment (Paul Baker and RH&DR)
Road Management
Sum
CCTV
Sum
Lifting barriers & Control system
Sum

Amount

Total

£10,000.00
£5,000.00
£0.00
£10,000.00
£25,000.00

£36,000.00
£5,000.00
£20,000.00
£10,000.00
£10,000.00
£5,000.00
£86,000.00

£10,000.00
£10,000.00
£40,000.00
£60,000.00

Total to Summary

£171,000.00

Rother Valley Railway Limited
RVR A21 Crossing Options Report
Option 1 – Pricing Appendices
Appendix 8 – Supervision
From RVRL Accounts
Description
Supervision
6 months construction manager
Weeks
Days
Rate
Total
Expenses
Days
Accommodation

Qty

Unit

26
130
£160.00
£20,800.00

130
£60.00
£7,800.00

Total to Summary
David Felton FCA

£28,600.00

Alasdair Stewart Engineering Services
Rother Valley Railway,
C/0 David Felton,
78 Halstead Walk,
Maidstone,
Kent,
ME16 OPW.
3 Noddfa,
Penrhyndeudraeth,
Gwynedd,
LL48 6BT
Mob: 07931738976
ORDER No.

DATE

09 / 09 / 2016

INVOICE No.

0110
QUANTITY

21 Days

1

TOTAL

DESCRIPTION

AMOUNT

Site supervision at Robertsbridge,
£3,150.00
& Rolvenden January – September 2016
Mobilisation

£760.00

£3,910.00

Rother Valley Railway Limited
RVR A21 Crossing Options Report
Option 1 – Pricing Appendices
Appendix 9 – Overheads
From RVRL Accounts
Description
Overheads
Company Overheads
Annual (from 2015 accounts)
Rate
Months
Total
Site Overheads
Construction Cost
Rate from Phases 5, 6, 7
Total
Total to Summary
David Felton FCA

Amount

Total

£52,000.00
£4,333.33
6
£26,000.00

£1,331,700.34
1.00%
£13,317.00
£39,317.00

Rother Valley Railway Limited
RVR A21 Crossing Options Report
Option 1 – Pricing Appendices
Appendix 10 – Profit
Rother Valley Railway Ltd is controlled by the Trustees of Rother Valley Railway
Heritage Trust, a registered charity no. 1088452. The principal activity of the Company
continues to be the reconstruction of the Kent & East Sussex Railway from Bodiam to
Robertsbridge in East Sussex.
The reconstruction work is capital work and is not revenue earning.
No profit is added to the cost of the works. Individual subcontractors have included for
their own profit within their prices.
David Felton FCA

IN ASSOCIATION WITH THE KENT & EAST SUSSEX RAILWAY
ROBERTSBRIDGE JUNCTION STATION, STATION ROAD,
ROBERTSBRIDGE, EAST SUSSEX. TN32 5DG
www.rvr.org.uk

RVR A21 Crossing Options Report
Option 1 – Attachment D
Awards and Industry VIPs

1

Institution of Civil Engineers (ICE) Engineering Excellence Awards 2013 Restoration Award

2

National Railway Heritage Awards (NRHA) 2013 - The Volunteers Award

3

Institution of Civil Engineers Presidential Visit June 2014 - Geoff French

4

Institution of Civil Engineers South Coast Engineering Excellence Awards 2015 Special Award (Community)

5

Network Rail Chairman Sir Peter Hendy 2016 - Official Opening Mainline
Connection

6

Institution of Civil Engineers SE Engineering Excellence Awards 2017 - Community
Benefit Award

7

Heritage Railway Association (HRA) Annual Awards 2017 - Small Groups

Registered Office: 3-4 Bower Terrace, Tonbridge Road, Maidstone, Kent, ME16 8RY
A company registered in England number 2613553
Full member of the Heritage Railway Association

Rother Valley Railway Limited
RVR A21 Crossing Options Report
Option 1 – Awards and Industry VIPs
Institution of Civil Engineers Presidential Visit June 2014 - Geoff French

Rother Valley Railway Limited
RVR A21 Crossing Options Report
Option 1 – Awards and Industry VIPs

Network Rail Chairman Sir Peter Hendy 2016 - Official Opening Mainline Connection

